
For Crews, Teams, Rosters, and Organic Personnel

Explanatory Statement: The terms herein defined are and will always be construed to mean what it is
defined to mean in this TERMS OF AGREEMENT. Values and definitions shall not change over time
due to the Kingdom nature of this earthly work of the ambassadors of the Kingdom of Heaven. There is
no room for interpretation of the language herein. Trinity Wrestling America reserves the right to define
in a glossary herein the meaning of each ideal and all other ideals by common meaning as used within the
specific discipline. Example: In professional wrestling a work is understood to mean many different things depending
on its context. In a match or interview a work is a narrative that is being promoted for the purpose of creating a specific
reaction from the crowd. While at other times it is used to categorized an man or woman of the craft itself, often called a
worker.

Professional Wrestling is a discipline that dramatizes storylines through braun, charisma, and
storytelling to communicate a “soap opera” like episodic story that is executed by men and women
whom exhibit characteristics that mirror life. Trinity Wrestling America further defines the discipline
as showcasing the Word of Yahuah and His Son Jesus the Christ though enticing and well written
scripts that communicate resolve, an overcoming spirit, and values as exemplified in the Holy
scriptures and ancient documentation.

Updated on February the tenth day of the year of our Lord Two-Thousand and Twenty-Four

For years ethical and kind promotions have risen and crashed due to the strain of financing a
promotion that could sustain itself against the millions and even billions that the big TV brands have.
The focus has been on growing a brand to the point of providing guaranteed contracts. However, the
price of the guaranteed contract has had many overlooked consequences that have led to corruption
and back-stabbing on levels of increasing consequence.

A thorough look and study of the Kingdom of God reveals why guaranteed contracts lead to such
dramatic and corrupt consequences. Mankind is limited in his/her capacity. We can only “serve one
Master” and therefore have to choose which one we amply serve and trust in. The Holy Scriptures
reveal the method by which success can be had for those in the Kingdom of God.

Trinity Wrestling America will not chase “things”, instead, our system will chase the Kingdom of God
and allow “things” to be added by Kingdom mathematics and methods.

This is why the People of God do not succeed to the level of the elites of this world System.

“Therefore take no thought, saying, What shall we eat? or, What shall we drink? or, Wherewithal shall we
be clothed? for your heavenly Father knoweth that ye have need of all these things. But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and all these things shall be added unto you.” Matthew 6:31-33

“Be ye therefore merciful, as your Father also is merciful. Judge not, and ye shall not be judged: condemn
not, and ye shall not be condemned: forgive, and ye shall be forgiven: Give, and it shall be given unto you;
good measure, pressed down, and shaken together, and running over, shall men give into your bosom.
For with the same measure that ye mete withal it shall be measured to you again.” Luke 6:36-38
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: The General Manager, hereafter “GM”, is an appointed position by the
Council of DeHijo Family Ministry whom manages all aspects of Trinity Wrestling America.

: The Administration Team, hereafter “AT”, is selected at the discretion of
the “GM” for the purpose of overseeing a specific area of the discipline and presents to the “GM” the
reports of the teams.
 A. Creative Writing Team.
 B. Promotion and Marketing Team.
 C. Booking Team.
 D. Contest Rules and Communication Team.
 E. Training and Development Team.

: The Creative Writing Team, hereafter “CW”, is selected by the Admin
over the “CW” upon acceptance from the “GM”.
The tasks of the “CW” shall be:
 1. Each worker has a specific set of talents and giftings that need specific written instructions or
 scripting to weave their offering to the Kingdom, as a tapestry and storyline to present an episodic
 presentation of the gospel of Jesus the Christ. The “CW” writes such instructions or scripts for the
 worker.

: The Promotion and Marketing team, hereafter “PM”, is
selected by the Admin over the “PM” upon acceptance from the “GM”.
The tasks of the “PM” shall be:
 1. Promoting and marketing Trinity Wrestling America events in towns and cities across the
 geographical territory where Trinity Wrestling America has full active rosters.
 2. Finding other Promoters to promote and market Trinity Wrestling America with approved full
 rosters in other developed and assigned territories.
 3. Reporting, adjusting, and presenting offers to the “AT” overseer from venues with complete
 compliance prospectuses.

: The Booking team, hereafter “BT”, is selected by the Admin over the “BT” upon
acceptance from the “GM”.
The tasks of the “BT” shall be:
 1. To work with the “CW” to book the workers needed to present the next chronological episode of
 Trinity Wrestling America in whatever territory the booker has agreed to work.
 2. To ensure that each worker booked is in compliance with the “TDT” by communicating with the
 overseer over the “TDT”.
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: The contest rules and communication team,
hereafter “CRCT”, is selected by the Admin over the “CRCT” upon acceptance from the “GM”.
The tasks of the “CRCT” shall be:
 1. To secure a team of referees and announcers for each territory of Trinity Wrestling America.
 2. To set the rules for contest with all Trinity Wrestling America territories.
 3. To oversee the team of referees and announcers for quality and compliance with “TDT”.

: The training and development team, hereafter and before
“TDT”, is selected by the Admin over the “TDT” upon acceptance from the “GM”.
The tasks of the “TDT” shall be:
 1. To train workers in the craft of presenting their roles in an organic way as to present a clear
 picture episodically.
 2. To maintain a level of compliance with the broader expectations of the Kingdom of God in
 performance, living, and relationships.
 3. To administrate the workers subset of customs of Trinity Wrestling America and its reputation
 among those who participate in it.

: The workers are selected by the “GM” only and must have a face to face interview, be
willing to comply with further compliance request, and autograph this agreement before workers can be
eligible for review for membership with Trinity Wrestling America’s MEMBER SELECTION PROCESS.
The tasks and expectation of a worker shall be:
 1. Timely in and out of ring performance related to episodic content.
 2. Attire befitting the role of the worker in episodic events.
 3. Purpose driven character in life and in work.
 4. A desire to grow and expand the Kingdom first, allowing King Jesus the Christ to add “things”
 once proven.
 5. The ability to afford traveling to events within 4 hours weekly, while seeking the Kingdom and it’s
 expansions.
 6. Workers work under a non-exclusive contract [workers can work for others too as long as it’s not
 guaranteed.]
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Trinity Wrestling America expects all levels of participation to “seek first the Kingdom” and to help
build a system of Professional Wrestling that will bring great reward [in every way] to all the families
associated with Trinity Wrestling America. [SEE VIDEO PRESENTATION]

It will take time and hard work to build our Kingdom model of Professional Wrestling to a place of self-
sufficiency. It will take all of us sacrificing for the Kingdom to build out the infrastructure we need to
succeed. Creating this Kingdom infrastructure without bank loans, credit cards, SBA loans, grants from
meddling governances, and other traps can only happen by trusting one another and the system we are
Creating.
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Members of Trinity Wrestling America shall receive the following perks:
 1. All Members shall be members for life and enjoy movement around the ministry as determined
 consensually by the Member and the “AT”.
 2. All Members shall receive Ministerial compensation based on a percentage to later be determined
 by the “AT” once the infrastructure build-out has been completed as determined by the “AT”.
 3. All Members shall receive an apartment for life, free of cost, once the infrastructure build-out
 has been completed as determined by the “AT”.
 4. All Members shall have free admission to member events for life.
 5. All Member’s direct families [Parents, Siblings, and Children] shall be welcomed in member event
 facilities and shall receive fifty percent discounts on all member event products and admissions as
 long as they shall live.
 6. All Members shall be welcome to discuss their role and have content influence with the “CW”
 [This must be approved with the “AT”]
 7. All Members shall always be able to create media pages and have content discussions about Trinity
 Wrestling America for as long as they are in good standing, as determined by the “AT”.

Trinity Wrestling America will never be a ministry that guarantees a specific sum of compensation, as
doing so is antithetical to the Kingdom. Therefore, our ability to succeed is based on our reputation.

� Every worker, administrator, and team member is an asset to the Kingdom when selected and while
staying in compliance with the culture of the Kingdom of God as Trinity Wrestling America determines.

� A reputation score for every member, administrator, and team member will always be available with
full explanation and disclosure as to how the score was arrived at.

� If at any time the reputation score of any worker, administrator, or team member falls below fifty
 percent [50%], a fourteen [14] day suspension of the member’s activity at member events will begin.

� During this time of suspension, the member in bad standing, will go through counsel to attempt to
relieve the shortfall. During the members time of suspension, the member will still be considered a
member as far as perks are concerned but will not be allowed to perform at member events.

� If counsel is not effective, the member will be indefinitely suspended and the member’s role shall be
replaced. If after six [6] months the member has not been cleared to return from suspension, the
member shall lose all perks and will have to re-interview to have a chance to become a member in good
Standing again.
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REPUTATION SCORE METRIC

Member Performance- 10 points possible!

Member Reliability- 10 points possible!

Member Disposition- 10 points possible!

Member Growth- 10 points possible!

Member Sustainability- 10 points possible!
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Trinity Wrestling America shall maintain the following worker infrastructure:
 1. Administrators shall be determined by the “GM”.
 2. Team Members for all categorizes of teams shall be determined by the “AT”.
 3. Worker Rosters shall always be at the following levels:
  A. Men- [defined biologically as Men] shall maintain a roster of twenty-five [25] men.
  B. Women- [defined biologically as Women] shall maintain a roster of twenty-five [25] women.
Member Event Cards shall be suggested by the “CW” and followed through on by the “BT” in any
respective territory.

Further Agencies shall be created as more opportunities are presented.
Such as:
1. Photographers.
2. Videographers.
3. Tractor Trailer Operators.
4. Ect....

Trinity Wrestling America is NOT a legal entity that can be sued. It is a ministry of the Lord Jesus the
Christ that operates as a tool to expand the Kingdom. Therefore, in coming into agreement with Trinity
Wrestling America you agree to the following things.

� You are of an age that is customarily determined to be lawful to contract, or if not, you have written
 and autographed permission by the responsible party.
� You are devoutly inspired to serve the Kingdom of Jesus Christ first and willing to wait on anything

 else that comes.
� You are agreeing to all the terms within this TERMS OF AGREEMENT.
� You can cover yourself if any accident shall occur or any unforeseen incident happens.
� You agree to handle any disagreements according to Matthew 18:15-20 standards [I comprehend

 what this means].
� You agree to arbitration with a council of elders that Trinity Wrestling America is subject to, if any

 disagreement is not settled by Matthew 18:15-20 standards.
� By placing my autograph on the line below, I comprehend that I am agreeing to all the terms and

 more specifically the highlighted and sealed roles.

by:
In full mind and with capacity

In full mind and with capacity
by:

In the year of our Lord

In the year of our Lord


